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The Scientific Writing Resource Portal (SWR100) is an open-source resource repository 

designed to move scientific and academic writers through their process and improve skills 
related to writing. The Norwegian University of Life Sciences offers this resource portal through 
Creative Commons licensing, and all the content is available to any university that uses the 
Canvas platform. 
 
Background 
 SWR100 developed in conjunction with a digital writing course offered at NMBU 
(MTH300) however SWR100 has become a universal writing support site for NMBU staff and 
students. SWR100 is designed around writing principles to improve writing processes and skills. 
Users are guided through the entire writing process, from pre-writing, to writing and revising, 
to editing and formatting, and experience short texts, instructional videos and hyperlinks to 
third-party resources. The goal is to help users develop their own personalized writing process 
and improve written communication based on ideas of critical thought and analysis, 
organization and logical structure, cohesive ideas, and clear and concise writing. 
 SWR100 is organized into Modules, which compartmentalize the writing process into 
distinct stages and sub-stages. For example, much writing work is done during the pre-writing 
stage, before a first draft is completed. Within the pre-writing stage, SWR100 introduces users 
to skills requiring critical thinking and reading, analysis, time and task management, 
information search, and revising ideas. The writing stage is also compartmentalized, allowing 
writers to focus on a single task at one time, to avoid overcomplicating good writing and 
revision. The Writing module moves users from developing an outline, to first drafts, and 
writing tasks and goals for each revised draft made. The NMBU Writing Centre finds 
compartmentalizing writing and feedback an effective way for writers to drastically improve 
their written document and their skills as writers and researchers. 
 
Note: NMBU is currently updating the content in the Canvas Commons page. Our current 
version of SWR100 in Canvas Commons does not automatically update as NMBU makes 
changes to the course. We will replace the Canvas Commons files as soon as possible so the 
resource portal represents the resources we use at NMBU. 

SWR100 is updated as time permits. Due to the changing nature of the Internet, some 
third-party hyperlinks may be unavailable. The NMBU Writing Centre does our best to maintain 
these resources and to add new content, as time permits. 
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Access and Use 
 SWR100 is an open-access resource, with all content licensed under Creative Commons. 
Any university that used Canvas is able to access the entire resource portal. Any university can 
download SWR100 in its entirety, or specific modules. Canvas should allow Page Integration 
from SWR100 into a Canvas Classroom, and the NMBU Writing Centre encourages use of 
Classroom integration. 
 SWR100 can be accessed through the link below. If the link does not function, please 
follow the instructions attached below. 

https://lor.instructure.com/resources/74e5206577b54e8192941ee988130c26?shared 
  
1. Log into Canvas and select Commons from your Menu (left side of screen) 

 
 
2. In the Search bar, type Scientific Writing Resource Portal. Perform the search, and the 

‘Course’ should appear. You can access the course by clicking the blue title: Scientific 
Writing Resource Portal. 

 

https://lor.instructure.com/resources/74e5206577b54e8192941ee988130c26?shared


3. Once inside the Course room, you can preview content in each Module and Page. You 
should have access to Import/Download the entire SWR100 course. 

  
 
 
Additional Resources 
 We recognize that digital resource creation takes time, and overloading SWR100 is 
content can clutter our resource portal. The NMBU Writing Centre also provides open-access 
resources through podcasting and YouTube. Clayton and Niklas, the Writing Centre 
Coordinator, produce a weekly podcast about academic writing, and produce instructional 
videos for YouTube. 
 
It’s going to be all write Podcast: https://player.captivate.fm/show/4a97d544-01be-4377-8570-
a71bc40a3578  
 
NMBU Writing Centre YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfB2LMgctwc5I3tLGLwPeww 
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